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????????




12 ????? ???????? ?2-263A?6401??
????
13 ????? ??????????? ?2-263A?6401??
??????
14 ????? ???????????????? ?2-263A?6401??
?????????
15 ?????? ????????????? ?2-263A?6401??
???
16 ????? ????????????? ?2-263A?6401??
??????????????????
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???????
19 ??? ???????????? ?2-263B?6402??
??????????????????
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??????
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23 ??????? ????????????? ?2-264A?6403??
??????




26 ??? ??????????????? ?2-264A?6403??
?????????????
27 ??? ?????????? ?2-264A?6403??
???????????
28 ???? ??????????? ?2-264B?6404??
???????????
29 ???? ?????????? ?2-264B?6404??
?????????????
30 ???? ??????????? ?2-264B?6404??
??????????????????
31 ????? ??????????? ?2-264B?6404??
??????????????
32 ???? ??????????? ?2-264B?6404??
???????




34 ???? ???????????? ?2-264B?6404??
????????????
35 ???? ??????????? ?2-265A?6405??
?????????????
36 ???? ???????????? ?2-265A?6405??
?????????????
37 ???? ????????? ?2-265A?6405??
??????????????
38 ?? ??????????????? ?2-265A?6405??
?????????????
39 ???? ??????????? ?2-265A?6405??
???????????
40 ???? ????????????? ?2-265A?6405??
?????????
41 ????? ????????????? ?2-265B?6406??
???????????
42 ??? ??????????? ?2-265B?6406??
????????????????????
43 ??? ??????????? ?2-265B?6406??
??????????




45 ????? ????????????? ?2-265B?6406??
????????????
46 ????? ????????????? ?2-265B?6406??
?????
47 ?? ??????????? ?2-265B?6406??
?????????????
48 ??? ??????????? ?2-265B?6406??
?????????
49 ?? ???????????? ?2-265B?6406??
???????????
50 ??? ??????????? ?2-265B?6406??
???????????
51 ??? ??????????? ?2-265B?6406??
????????
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53 ??? ????????????? ?2-266A?6407??
????????????
54 ?? ????????????? ?2-266A?6407??
??????????




56 ?? ????????? ?2-266A?6407??
??????????
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???????????????????
58 ??? ????????????? ?2-266A?6407??
?????????
59 ??? ???????????? ?2-266A?6407??
?????????
60 ??? ???????????? ?2-266B?6408??
????????????????
61 ?????? ???????????? ?2-266B?6408??
???????????
62 ??? ??????????????? ?2-266B?6408??
????????
63 ??? ??????????? ?2-266B?6408??
???????????????????
64 ?? ????????????? ?2-266B?6408??
??????????
65 ??? ????????? ?2-266B?6408??
????????????????????????




67 ????? ????????????? ?2-267A?01251??
???????????
68 ???? ?????????? ?2-267A?01251??
???????????
69 ?? ???????????? ?2-267A?01251??
??????????????
70 ?? ?????????? ?2-267A?01251??
????????
71 ???? ???????????? ?2-267A?01251??
???????
72 ???? ?????????? ?2-267A?01251??
???????????
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????????????
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???????????
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????????
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???????????
83 ?? ????????????? ?2-268A?01253??
???????????
84 ??? ???????????? ?2-268A?01253??
???????
85 ??? ???????????? ?2-268A?01253??
????????????????
86 ?? ?????????? ?2-268B?01254??
???????????????????????????
87 ?? ???????????? ?2-268B?01254??
?????????????????????




89 ??? ????????? ?2-268B?01254??
???????
90 ??? ?????????? ?2-268B?01254??
????????????????????????
91 ?? ??????????? ?2-268B?01254??
?????????????
92 ???? ???????????? ?2-268B?01254??
??????????
93 ????? ???????????? ?2-268B?01254??
??????????????????????
94 ??? ?????????? ?2-267B?01252??
???????????
95 ??? ????????????? ?2-267B?01252??
????????????





97 ??? ???????????? ?2-269B?01256??
???????????
98 ?? ???????? ?2-269B?01256????2-270A?01257??
???????????????????????




100 ??????? ???????? ?2-270A?01257??
??????????????????????
101 ??????? ????????????? ?2-270A?01257??
????????????
102 ???? ???????????? ?2-270A?01257??
?????
103 ???? ?????????? ?2-270A?01257??
??????????
104 ???? ????????? ?2-270A?01257??
???????????????
105 ???? ??????????? ?2-270A?01257??
???????????
106 ???? ?????????????? ?2-270B?01258??
?????????
107 ???? ??????????? ?2-270B?01258??
??????????
108 ??? ??????????? ?2-270B?01258??
???????????
109 ???? ??????????? ?2-270B?01258??
??????????




111 ???? ??????????? ?2-270B?01258??
??????
112 ???? ??????????? ?2-270B?01258??
???????
113 ???? ?????????? ?2-270B?01258??
??????????
114 ???? ?????????? ?2-270B?01258??
???????????
115 ???? ???????????????? ?2-270B?01258??
??????
116 ??? ???????????? ?2-270B?01258??
????????????
117 ????? ??????????? ?2-270B?01258??
??????????????
118 ??? ???????????? ?2-271A?01259??
???????
119 ??? ?????????? ?2-271A?01259??
????????????
120 ??? ?????????????? ?2-271A?01259??
???????????




122 ?? ????????? ?2-271A?01259??
?????????????
123 ??? ?????????? ?2-271A?01259??
????????????????????
124 ??? ????????????? ?2-271A?01259??
????????????
125 ??? ????????? ?2-271A?01259??
????????????
126 ???? ?????????????? ?2-271A?01259??
??????????
127 ??? ??????????? ?2-271A?01259??
?????????????????
128 ??? ???????????? ?2-271B?01260??
?????????????
129 ???? ?????????? ?2-271B?01260??
???????????
130 ???? ????????? ?2-271B?01260??
????????????
131 ???? ?????????? ?2-271B?01260??
???????????????????




133 ????? ?????????? ?2-271B?01260??
??????????
134 ????? ???????????? ?2-272A?01261??
???????????????
135 ????? ??????????? ?2-272A?01261??
??????????????????????????
136 ?????? ??????????? ?2-272A?01261??
???????????????????????????????
137 ?????? ?????????? ?2-272A?01261??
????????????
138 ?????? ?????????? ?2-272A?01261??
??????????
139 ?????? ??????????? ?2-272A?01261??
???????????
140 ??????? ????????? ?2-272A?01261??
???????????
141 ????? ?????????? ?2-272B?01262??
??????????
142 ?????? ?????????? ?2-272B?01262??
?????????????




144 ???? ????????????? ?2-272B?01262??
?????????????
145 ???? ????????? ?2-272B?01262??
???????????
146 ?????? ????????????? ?2-272B?01262??
????????????
147 ????? ???????????? ?2-272B?01262??
??????????
148 ???? ??????????? ?2-273A?01263??
???????????
149 ???? ?????????? ?2-273A?01263??
?????????????
150 ????? ?????????? ?2-273A?01263??
?????????????
151 ?? ??????????? ?2-273A?01263??
????????????
152 ?? ?????????? ?2-273A?01263??
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??????????
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?????????????????????????????????
159 ????? ????????????? ?2-274A?01265??
??????????????
160 ??? ????????????? ?2-274A?01265??
???????????????
161 ?? ????????????? ?2-274A?01265??
?????????????
162 ???? ?????????? ?2-274B?01266??
?????
163 ????? ??????????? ?2-274B?01266??
?????
164 ????? ?????????? ?2-274B?01266??
?????????????????




166 ???? ???????????? ?2-274B?01266??
????????????
167 ?????????? ??????????? ?2-274B?01266??
?????????
168 ????? ???????????? ?2-274B?01266??
????????





Report on Gidayu no fushi to tejun by Toyozawa Hirosuke VII
Ijima  Mitsuru
　　Toyozawa Hirosuke VII (1878 – 1957) is a shamisen player of gidayu-bushi joruri (shamisen 
music used in bunraku, one of the representative classic performing arts of Japan). Gidayu no fushi 
to tejun (Demonstrations of representative melody patterns used in gidayu-bushi joruri ) is a set of 
SP records (13 records) in which Hirosuke plays the shamisen and sings the basic melody patterns 
of gidayu-bushi joruri . This set is said to have been recorded in September 1931 and November 
1932. 
　　That this set of records is included in the collection of the Institute has already been made 
public in a list published in 1966, but the contents of the records have not yet been reported in 
detail. The present report includes the names of the melody patterns performed by Hirosuke, the 
specific texts of the repertories from which the names are taken and the names of the repertories 
themselves. 
　　This set is a valuable audio material that provides information about the transmission of gidayu-
bushi joruri before World War II. 
